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Christmas Nibbles
President Ed’s Ramblings
As the year draws to a close, I’ve had time to reflect on our recent activities and thought “what a fantastic year we’ve had”. As usual, our
hut meets have been well attended, even been over-subscribed, and everyone seems to have been active. It’s been a particularly good
year for our climbers who have increased in numbers and been pushing their grades throughout the summer. Well done guys, and don’t
forget, our hut meets are in some of the best climbing areas in the country! Next year we have meets in Tremadoc and the Roaches –
the crag is right outside the door – so no excuses, and we’ll probably have a May trip to Bosigran for all that lovely sea-cliff climbing.
We had a great President’s Meet this year in Edale and thanks to everyone who attended, especially Pete Marston, and to Ted who was
presented with this year’s President’s award for his services to the club and to Paul who received the Don Ward Axe for his endeavours
on the rock. The TAT awards went down well too! Everyone enjoyed it so much we tried booking it for next year but their new
management have decided only to let the venue out for weekends with a six week lead time – no good for us – so we may go for a new
venue in Coniston… a large house, large dining room on the shore of Coniston water, with its own climbing wall and MTB track. Watch
this space. I’m especially excited as it’ll be my final year as President! Shall we have fireworks Gandalf?

LURKING
HMC’ers hang around a street corner in Rugby.
Why? see back page

Congratulations to Dave & Diane of course, and thank you both for providing a splendid buffet for the club down at The Plough. Thanks also to both Netti & Ian and others who not only
gave up their time for the Presidents Meet, but do the same on most hut meets throughout the year – it’s these little things that the club does well, and that’s what makes us successful.
Thanks also to this year’s committee, who like to keep a low profile and keep things on track. Don’t forget to come along to the AGM in November – free food too!
Looking forwards to 2014 and I’ve nearly completed the programme, so see the list. The summer alpine venue is yet to be decided upon. After I’ve finished knocking the lounge about
(and decorated it), I’m intending getting out more so, roll on “Sod the Decorating Tour 2014”.
Now we can’t all be like Chris Bonnington or Tim Emmett and we can’t do everything that’s for sure. But don’t you just wish that you could find the time from the drudge and boredom…
to just do something!
See you on the hill. Ed
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Presidentʼs Meet 2013

atmosphere before returning to the centre
for some serious rehydration and of
course late night nibbles of pizza,
sausage rolls etc provided by the
aforementioned Catering Corps.

Fendells Fruit Crumble and
Netties Ginger Surprise!
rounded off another
splendid Presidents Meet
dinner, cooked by those
slaves to the kitchen,
HMC’s very own Catering
Corps, Ed, Sue, Ian, Nettie
and Jane.

The fully equipped centre boasted of its
own climbing walls which were put to
good use on the Saturday giving some of
the non climbing members opportunities
to dangle with help particularly from Rich
and Claire.

HMC Catering Corps

While all this was happening the Real Ale cask had been opened and together with
table wines and brought in bottles of beer ensued a very convivial evening although
some went to their pits before midnight. Strange!
The Edale Peak Centre was a terrific location, five minute walks to either the Nags
Head or in the opposite direction, The Ramblers. Friday night saw a hugh crowd, I
counted 30’ in the Nags Head, mainly eating but a few were there for the ale and

If the cap fits...wear it. Trowie, Brian G, Ian, Ray

Even the pies were named

Others on Saturday took to the hills despite the damp and claggy conditions with
parties going off in different directions most heading for the boggy plateau of Kinder
Scout. On returning the Centre a “Cakefest” was provided.

The evening followed the usual format, Chairman Dave giving his round up of
the year speech and presenting the Don Ward Ice Axe to Paul Merrigan. And then
handing out the sometime embarrassing “Tats” awards.
Then it was President Ed’s turn with a terrific speech and special awards to Trowie,
Brian G, Ian F, and Ray. Pete Marston’s 88th birthday was rewarded with a bottle of
something in a plain wrapper and The Presidents Award was handed to Ted, not sure
what I did to deserve it.
The Photo Comp followed with our very technical and sound Mike up in the balcony
overcoming the problems of small screen and very large magic lantern.

The Edale Peak Centre

After the clean up of the centre and packing vehicles, we were able to leave cars there
and go out for more walks before the trek home.
Ted

from Dave
As to the Centre I thought that it was an excellent venue
and the climbing wall was a nice touch. The nearness to
Hinckley allowed members to drop in, and, I guess the
shorter journey was also an asset to those with a lot to do
once they arrived or before they departed. Excellent
access to Kinder and beyond, and, if the weather was
right, loads of rock.

Ed presents the President’s Award to Ted

Paul with the Don Ward Ice Axe
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Pete M, a youthful 88, receives a birthday
present.....in a bottle!

President’s Meet Edale
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Despite the late notice of the
competition, there was a good
selection of pictures submitted.
Judging was by the “Clap-o-meter”
supplied and operated by technical
Mike up in the gallery. As is to be
expected with HMC, a fair bit of
chaos ensued but eventually Rich
won in the climbing section, Mark H
in the Tat section and the absent
(with a doctors note) Dave T in the
landscape section. Sadly his bottle of
wine has probably already been
sampled!
My favourites, for what its worth are
Yeti Ben (below), the
Alpine Hut (top left) and
climbing with Tryfan in
the background (middle
right).
As is often the case the
best of the pictures
were very good and the
rest.........
Ted
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Photo Comp

Cookie’s take on of “Last of the Summer Wine” or the “Happy Wanderers”, Three not so old gentlemen ramble around the Pyrenees
President’s Meet. Saturday,
Geoff, Kate, Mark T, Cookie, Nathan, Roger, Ted and Carol

A damp start as we headed along the Pennine Way from Edale towards Jacobs Ladder enlivened by a good view of a steam
train, the Oliver Cromwell as it puffed along Edale en route to Manchester from Sheffield. Odd memories for me as I once rode
on the footplate of this historic engine, for a few hundred yards when it was at the steam museum at Bressingham.
We continued, meeting Dave and Diane descending out of the clag and pressed on for a lunch stop by the Kinder Stones. From
here the path was less distinct but we found the trig point at Kinder Low (pictured
above) despite the mist and finally arrived at the Downfall as the clag finally
started to lift. Following the Kinder river, usually considered to be the highest river
in Britain at 2000ft, we passed the Kinder Gates before leaving the river at a large
cairn to cross the bog to the Crowden Brook. But of course we all know that this
path lies only in the fertile imagination of the map maker. In and out of wet bog,
with Mark finding the deepest bits in acts of personal sacrifice so keeping the rest
of the party on the drier and less deep quagmire With three of us taking compass
bearings and all disagreeing we finally came to the edge of the plateau and the
perimeter path.
Walking now easy and as the sun started to make a belated appearance we arrived
at Grinds Brook for the descent to the village, meeting Ken and Tracy en route. A
good day. Only ten miles though.
More from Presidents Meet, next page
Ted
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Sunday, Ed, Sue, Jane,
Alistair,Ian, Nettie Ted,
Carol.
Another walk straight
from the centre.A very
good and gently
graded path soon
brought us pass the
Nab and up to Ringing
Roger. In good
weather we followed
the excellent path
overlooking Grinds
Brook and on to the
top of Grinds Brook.
Surely this is a much
better, if somewhat
longer way to access
Kinder Plateau. Sunday
Lunch beckoned so we
The team cross Golden Clough
pressed on,
taking the path
over Grindslow
Knoll back to
Edale. Again this
is a much better
path than
slogging down
Grindsbrook. A
visit to the
Coopers cafe,
The ladies get a surprise from the rear
needed for those
who hadn’t taken their sarnies was made before the
trip home. Ted

President’s Meet walks and more from Pete H

On Saturday, the 'early bird' party (Alastair, Elvyn, Gareth, Jo,
Mark H & Pete H) were aiming to 'visit' what the Ordnance
Survey would have us believe are the highest points on
Kinder Scout & Bleaklow.
Following a staggered start from Edale, the late risers joined
the vanguard at the mist shrouded cairn on Grindslow Knoll.
A bearing was
Not Pete’s walk, but some of the other team on
followed from the
Kinder on the same day, Nathan, Kate and Geoff
head of Crowden
Clough in the
general direction
of what is on the
map, a nameless
spot height
marked '636'.
Around a
kilometer later,
after consulting a
couple of GPS's,
they fanned out and located the cairn adopted by walkers as
the top, although in the mist it is appears no higher or lower
than other mounds of peat in the circle of visibility. From
there it was a straight forward plod across mushy peat to
gain the rim path representing the Pennine Way. The pace
was stepped up as the rim of the plateau was followed past
'The Downfall' to Ashop Head. After a brief stop on Mill Hill,
they continued on the Pennine Way, now stone paved, which
meandered north-east to the Snake Pass. On this section of
the walk the mist cleared & the weather gradually improved
through the rest of the day. Progress across Bleaklow was
fairly rapid and lunch was consumed at the high point of
Bleaklow Head.
Total distance to the summit was around 18Km and a more
direct route was taken for the return south to Edale. A
bearing was taken across a trackless moor to permit a
descent into Upper North Grain which was followed to the
'Snake' road. The sun appeared for the first time as the
descent continued on a permissive path through the N.T.
owned Lady Clough woods to the 'Snake Pass Inn'.
Regrettably, time did not allow anything more than a passing
glance at the front door.

A 300m. ascent to Seal Edge was necessary to regain the
Kinder plateau. The plateau is relatively narrow between
Blackden Edge & Nether Tor and has been dubbed 'The 7
minute crossing'in the past. Following the compass due
south the whole party managed to be standing on the crag
top above Grinds Brook within the 7 minutes.
Edale was regained by descending the zig zags below
Ringing Rodger, 9!hrs. & 28Kms.
On Sunday, Elvyn, Pete H. & Roger, walked around the head
of the valley. Ascending via Jacob's Ladder, then along the
watershed over Brown Knoll, Rushup Edge and Mam Tor.
Seathwaite Meet.

Ray in the lead on the Seathwaite Meet

The forecast for Saturday was rain and low cloud. With
this in mind a party comprising Elvyn, Gareth, Jo, Roger &
myself, set off from 'High House' at Seathwaite, intent on
avoiding walking in the mist all day. We followed Styhead
Gill, literally at times, to Sty Head. The options here were
to either ascend Great Gable, or descend to the Wasdale
Head Hotel. As there was no evident enthusiasm for the
former, lunchtime found us in the back bar of the hotel,
drying off our damper areas. After lunch the rain abated
and we walked up Mosedale, an 'entertaining' crossing of
Mosedale Beck in spate was included before ascending to
Black Sail Pass. From here we headed around the head of
Ennerdale, initially descending a little to avoid Kirkfell
Crags. Beck Head on the col below Great Gable was
attained, before a further traverse across Stone Cove to
Windy Gap. This more than lived up to its name and a
south-easterly pushed us around for the short climb to the
summit of Green Gable. The top was cloud free and the
view was appreciated from the sanctuary of a stone
shelter. Descent was into the relative shelter of Gillercomb
leading to the falls of Sour Milk Gill, directly above
Seathwaite. These were at their spectacular and noisy
best and were closely followed for the 150 metre descent
to the valley on the extremely greasy paved path.
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An anecdote from the Pyrenees Meet
Upon paying for our overnight fees at a French
Alpine Club owned hut, the guardian asked if
we were members of the French Alpine Club,
or any other alpine club giving reciprocal
rights, in order to benefit from discounted
rates.
Having said' Non
' , a Hinckley Mountaineering
Club membership card was produced,
suitably impressed (or baffled) the guardian
gave us the discount!
' HMC membership card
' - your flexible friend
'

ROCK ON
A compilation of rock routes from the Forum Sept onwards 2013

Climbing
Climbing takes place most Tuesday evenings at the wall at Warwick: Thursdays evenings
at The Tower, Beaumont Leys, and at other times at Red Point, Creation, Loughborough etc and on real rock if
the weather allows. Check the forum for details.

Martin Led;

Superb steep limestone. (like being in a helicopter!) The sun came
out after a chilly start.

Bel Ami VS 4B
Smoke ont' Watter E1 6A (As I couldn't even manage to get off the
ground with this climb, I decided that the way forward was to
get Scott to give me a boost up. I believe this is
combined tactics).
As for what happened on The Unreachable Star E3 6A, I think
Martin would be more suited to let you all know about it.
Oh yeah and it was very nice of the Royal Air Force to send The
Red Arrows over for the air display.
From Martin
I also lead Lamebrain E1 5b
The Unreachable Star experience was a bit mad.
Top gear ripped, nut hit my helmet and cracked it clean through.
Rest of gear too low but i ended up sat on the rope between the
low gear and Pauls belay plate! Lucky......
Could have been nasty.

Paul M
9th Sept

Mike belayed by Rich watched by Cookie on
the Edale Peak Centre wall

Paul Merrigan
1st Sept
A very cold and windy day at Curbar today with Martin "Tiger
Pants" Wing, Scott Durant and Kev Turner.
Paired up with Tiger Pants and I led;
Mastiff Wall VS 4C
Sorrell's Sorrow HVS 5A ( What a brutal climb that is).
Suspect Intellect HVS 5A ( Easiest HVS 5A I've climbed so far).
Avalanche Wall HVS 5A

Medusa *** VS 4b 4b BC/SD
Ploy * 1st pitch VS4c SD/BC followed by the second pitch of
Purple Haze ** E1 5b 5a SD/BC
Bandy
Geek
Rich Bitch

5
6a *
7a **

Solo matt wing Keith
Solo matt wing Keith
Solo wing Keith

Kev Turner
23 Sept
I eloped to Stanage with 2 members of the Secret climbing club 1
yesterday !!
Stacey and Chris Gardner, and I did :
Erics Eliminate S 4a ** Kev led, Stacey and Chris sec
Norse Corner Climb HS 4c ** Chris led Stacey/Kev sec
Tango Buttress HS 5a ** Stacey led Chris/Kev sec
Limbo S 4a Kev Solo
High Neb Buttress VS 4c *** Kev led Stacey led Chris sec
Inaccessible Crack VS 4c ** Chris led Stacey/Kev sec
Cosmic Crack VS 4c ** Kev led Stacey/Chris sec
Quantum Crack HVS 5a * Chris led Kev sec
X Ray HS 4b * Stacey led Chris/Kev sec
Electron VS 5a * Kev led Stacey/Chris sec

Stanage today with Scott D, Windy and very cold at times.

Keith P
29th Sept

Routes Done.

Day at stanage pop yesterday with John Merrick, most excellent...

Cave Buttress S 4b
Tango Buttress HS 5a
Kelly's Variation S 4a
Aries HS 4b
Cosmic Crack VS 4c
The Blurter HVS 5b

Martello ButtressVS 4c ** lead
The ScoopHVS 5b** 2nd
Exit Stage Left E1 5b *
Right Twin CrackVS 4c **
Ellis's EliminateVS 4c ***
Cold Turkey HVS 5a *
Straight Crack VS 4c **

Anyone going to try The Blurter in the coming days, If you can
retrieve my number 3 nut from the traverse
I would be grateful. However I believe it has made its mind up to
stay there now.
Brian C
Sunday 08/09/2013 Ravensdale - Brian Cooper and Stacey
Dicken.
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More Rock Routes next Page

2nd
Lead
2nd
2nd
Lead

Martin
29 Sept
Gogarth day trip

Scott D
8th Oct
Good day out at Bamford with Kev,
Gianluca and Paul on Sunday

Me and Gianluca climbed
Gogarth E1 5b
Pel VS 4c

Paul and I climbed
Gargoyle flake VS 4c *** me
Quien Sabe? VS 4c *** Paul
Wrinkle wall VS 4c ** me
Curving Crack VS 4c * (need to improve
my crack climbing skills as fell off on
second) Paul
Gunpowder Crack VS 5b ** (in the words
of Gianluca pumpy) me

Matt and Tom climbed
Lighthouse Arete/Blanco HVS 5a
Pel VS 4c
I even heard a rumour Rich and Claire made an
appearance and climbed
Lighthouse Arete VS 4c
Social Climbers!

Keith P

then came to a rather disappointing stop.
In my haste I hadn't paid enough attention
to my rope work through the roof, and the
rope drag was so bad I had to untie from
one rope to reach the top of the pitch.
Luckily for me it was only a few more
meters to the ledge but a lesson has been
learnt!
After all that though the weather kept fine
and we got back to our bags de-kitted and
headed back to the car.

10 Sept
Super Sonic
Bird Watching
Naked Germans
Wave Machine
Vino Master

7a **
6b
4+ *
5+ *
6a

Solo O/S Matt, Martin Wing
Solo O/S Matt, Martin Wing
Solo O/S Matt, Martin Wing
Solo O/S Matt, Martin Wing
Solo O/S Matt, Martin Wing

-

Cala Santanyi (DWS)
Cala Santanyi (DWS)
Cala Santanyi (DWS)
Cala Santanyi (DWS)
Cala Santanyi (DWS)

Paul Merrigan
14th Oct
Standard early morning start on Saturday
for Martin Wing, Scott Durrant, Steve
O'Rourke and myself.

12 Sept
The Dino Egg Traverse6b+ deep water solo Cala Sa Nau, Majorca. 200+ meters of salty lovely
limestone! Matt Keith and Martin
Todays Majorcan DWS!

Martin and myself climbed;

Cala sa nau
Frogger
4+ **
I Tell Thee
4+
Coldron
5*
Gen Lock
6a **
Virgins Are Only Human

Solo matt wing
matt wing
Solo matt wing
Solo wing
6a+ wing

Cala Mitjana
Bandy
Geek
Rich Bitch

Solo matt wing Keith
Solo matt wing Keith
Solo wing

5
6a *
7a **

Craig Yr Ogof.

Crucible HVS 5B*** (More like E1)
Jabberwocky E2 5C*
Had a great day. The crag was wet in
places, grassy and lichen coated in other
areas. Climbing was strenuous, bold and
highly exposed at times. Martin managed
a great call to God after the crux on
Crucible, I couldn't manage to talk a great
deal favouring
heavy breathing and mental anguish.
After arriving at the belay the weather
looked like it was on the turn, so we
decided we needed to move quickly up
the next pitch.
I moved as quickly as I could up to the
Roof crux, made the moves through and
up onto the next face. Up about 2 meters
Martin on Crucible Craig yr Ogof
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Kate on the Edale wall

Rich on Rock
Climbing in Cornwall has been a love
of mine since I first climbed there in
1985.
This year I got to go on three trips .
The first was on the BMC
International Sea Cliff Meet in May.
We had a mixed lot of weather in the
week , with everything from 80mph
gales to glorious scorchio sunshine
and blue skies that don`t look real .
There was a fantastic mix of climbers
from people climbing Diffs to cutting
edge climbs at E7 &E8.
I got to meet a hero of mine John
Dunne as well as a fantastic variety
of people from over 25 Countries.
With the best Cream teas in Cornwall
200yds from the Count House where
we were staying, I managed to get
three teas in the week so my guests
could get the full Cornish
experience.
It was great to see Martin, Paul ,
Keith and Steve the medic whilst I
was there . It was also great to see the state of Paul after he climbed Suicide Wall with
Martin . He definitely had some type 2 & 3 Fun!
The second trip down was a delayed trip with Claire which was due to take place in may
following the
international meet. We went in late Sept and were joined by Terry, Scott and Becky.
A good run down was followed by a few routes on the Monday . This was just as well as
tues tested our powers of Festering( very wet). Much tea was drunk , some folks even
did work(!), cleaning the hut, sleeping and even a cream tea.
A variety of crags and routes were climbed with type 1, 2 and 3 fun being had by all.
We climbed at Bosigran, Chair Ladder , Sennen and Carn Barra.
Often sea cliffs mean a relaxed start due to damp mornings and we finished at dusk on
a couple of occasions.
We had a great meal out at a local pub to finish off a great week with everything from
single pitch climbs to towering multi-pitch epics ;-) .
The last trip was a late one in planning , but perhaps the best in terms of routes done
and satisfaction.
Martin , Matt , me and newest HMC member Tom went in early Oct.
A run down after work and a late arrival to the Count House was followed by a lovely
autumn day .
We climbed at Bosigran , Sennen, Carn Kendijack, and Chair Ladder.

The best crag for
me was Kendijack
where Martin led
on Saxon which
is a fantastic
route. Matt led
and Tom
seconded Saxon
just after we
finished.
Martin and Matt
then climbed
Rockdancer in
good style in
fantastic
conditions as the
sun went down.
Tom and me had
day at Sennen where he led some interesting routes and got plenty of practice placing
gear and constructing belays . Rain then drove us to the pub to watch the All Blacks
play South Africa.
Martin and Matt had an interesting time
at Chair Ladder which I think included
having to prusik out at some stage!
As usual as we left there are still more
climbs I wanted to do and despite having
climbed 3 times in one year I still can`t
wait to go backagain
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Summer Mountain Leader Training Course
Plas-y-Brenin, North Wales

Jo & Gareth

We left sunny Coventry on Friday afternoon (23rd
August) all packed up ready for our adventure ahead,
only to be greeted by that welsh rain en route to Plasy-Brenin, our destination for the next six nights on
our Summer ML Training Course. After unpacking
(which took some time!) we resided in the bar for a
night cap before heading up to our room for a good
nights sleep before starting our course the next day.
After a full English breakfast we met at 9.15am in the
Nantelle Room for our first meeting and lecture which
became a daily event. We met our instructors Dave,
James and Jake as well as the other 10 course
members and we were split into two teams of six. Our
fellow course members varied in age from the young
university students to the more ‘mature’ members of
the group and lots of people had experience of DofE.
Synoptic charts were analysed as part of these daily
lectures and we were fortunate to learn that we would
enjoy that hot and sunny weather all week that we
thought we had left behind in Coventry until the very

last day of the course when it rained! (well.... I guess
the weather did have to remind us we were in Wales
at some point!). That day we headed out onto the hills
to practise our micro navigation (and micro it
certainly was!). Are we on this point on the contour or
that point on the contour, this little knoll or that little
knoll were the questions we seem to keep asking
ourselves – it was as micro as it comes! After a full
day of micro navigation we headed back to the centre
for tea and cakes at 5.00pm (another daily event)
before heading back to the Nantelle Room for our
next lecture of the day (5.30 – 6.15pm – another daily
event) to review the day and prepare for the next day
etc. Washed and showered we head down to the
restaurant for our evening meal at 7.00pm (the food
was fantastic!) before heading for an evening talk
( 8.00-9.00pm) in the lecture theatre by Andy Grimes
on ‘extreme kayaking’ (Grade 5 extreme kayaking in
Italy) – not for the faint hearted I can assure you!
Another night cap, then retired to bed exhausted!
Sunday 25th August was all about leadership and
group management, where we learned how to
manage groups over different types of terrain,
learned about route finding and put those skills into
action as well as learning about the mountain
environment. We took a short mini bus ride to Llyn
Ogwen, then headed up from Ogwen Cottage towards
Llyn Idwal. On the left hand-side of Idwal Slabs we
took a scrambly route leading up into a wet gully for
a short period before heading uphill along Seniors
Ridge. Eventually the ridge emerged with Glyder
Fawr’s barren summit plateau and we continued
along to the summit of Gyder Fawr. Having had great
views all the way up, it was rather cloudy on top but
still sunny and warm – couldn’t believe we were just
in shorts and t-shirts in such low cloud at times!
After lots of navigation work, route finding etc and a
short lunch stop on Gylder Fawr, we then headed
east, contouring around the rim of Cwn Cneifion to
descend the ridge of Y Gribin. We scrambled down
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the crest of Y Gribin eventually onto a path for a short

while before heading off-piste back Ogwen cottage.
Great views of Llyn Bochlwyd to the east, Llyn Idwal to
the west and Llyn Ogwen to the north. Back at base,
we had another Nantelle lecture, then dinner,
followed by another evening talk by Kathryn
Bromfield about her experiences of climbing both
‘The Eiger’ and ‘El Cap’ (The Nose) – simply amazing!
The hottest day so far (Monday) and we spent all
morning in a classroom – typical! It was a centre
based day all about risk assessment, mountain
hazards, mountain rescue and incident management,
river crossings and the leader’s equipment etc.
However, we did then spend the afternoon enjoying
the sunshine making lots of improvised stretchers
carrying people around the woods as well as doing
lots of rope work and had fun tying people up (say no
more!). Tea and cakes, followed by our Nantelle
lecture, then dinner saw us settle down into the bar
for a few drinks (a night off – no evening talk!) After
learning all these rope techniques, we then headed
out onto the hills once again (Tuesday) to put all our
rope skills into action on the mountains. Confidence
roping, anchor selection and use, short pitches in)
More from Jo and Gareth next page

Summer Mountain Leader Training Course (cont)

ascent and descent, lowering and abseiling saw us
flinging each other off the hill side (great fun!). On our
return to the centre that day, we then had to pack for
our 2-day, tent expedition, before evening meal and
another evening talk by Georgina Maxwell about
‘Snowdonia’s Mountains and Rivers’.
2-day, tent expedition (Wed and Thurs) – After
another hearty English breakfast to set us up for our
first day, we were briefed as usual, then packed our
food for the two days and eventually set off on our
expedition. On our exped we put all our navigation
skills and mountain-craft into practise over the two
days. From Plas-y-Brenin, we walked up through the
woods and then navigated our way ascending the
steep hillside towards the main ridge of Siabod. From
Siabod we descended the steep hillside towards Llynau
Diawaunedd – (with lots of micro navigation en route)
our wild camp for the night. Arriving there at 6.00pm,
we set up our tents in between getting bitten alive
literally (it was midge city!), then refuelled with a cup
of hot chocolate and tea followed by a hearty chicken
balti and rice with cake and custard for dessert – yum!
After a brief snooze in our tent (to avoid the midges)
we set out on our night navigation at 9.30pm
returning in the early hours on Thursday morning
back to camp. Having previously done my Summer
Mountain Leader Training Course once before back in
1998 (in 10 foot of snow at Easter time) and spent
more time waist deep ‘in’ bogs during the night
navigation than actually navigating - it was literally a
swimming pool) this was the part of the course that I
was least looking forward to and if I’m honest the
reason why I never got around to doing my
assessment the first time round! The swimming pool
experience scarred me for life! This night nav I am
pleased to say was less of a swimming pool and more
of severe complex terrain with more tussocky terrain
with some smaller, waist-deep pools. After I
successfully navigated my leg (with the exception of
falling into the boggy pool!), I headed to the back of
the team and watched the domino effect in front of

me as everyone just kept falling over trying to
navigate their leg either falling into a boggy pool or
falling over ‘off balance’ trying to balance on the
tussocky ground in between the boggy pools! The
instructor did confirm that that was particularly
complex terrain, which we then had to negotiate the
next day in daylight as we headed out from camp.
After very little sleep that night (I forgot the ear plugs
and so was kept awake by the babbling river and all
those snorers!) we headed out of camp walking
clockwise around the lake contouring around the
hillside, staying slighter higher up the hill to avoid the
boggy ground lower down (unlike the other group who
walked at the bottom of the hillside knee-deep in
bogs over more complex ground), navigating our way
towards a sheepfold (which barely existed on the
ground) before joining a path. We followed the path
southwards to cross a river then zig-zagged our way
up to a knoll on Foel Goch. By mid-morning the sun
turned to rain and we had to bring out the full set of
waterproofs! Still it wouldn’t be Wales without the
rain! From here we contoured around the hillside
following a wall for some time before heading for the
first of two saddles. We then headed south westerly
towards Llyn Edno. Unfortunately, our views were once

eventually led us to the mini-bus on the corner of the
road – a welcome sight! Back at Plas-y-Brenin, we
refuelled with tea and cakes, before our last de-brief
before heading home later that evening.
A fantastic experience! – we both really enjoyed the
week and intend to continue to further our skills on
the hills and get ready for the week-long assessment
after our instructor’s feedback and “AMAZING” log
book feedback. A great venue with very well qualified
and experienced instructors who made you feel as
though you were “on holiday”!
Jo

After all that,Jo
organised in great
secrecy, a surprise
birthday party for
Gareth, complete with
hog roast and lots of
cakes. Gareth and Jo’s
family and their friends
and HMC er’s waited in
a darkened
Countesthorpe Village
Hall for his appearance
and for him to be greeted
by mass explosions of
party poppers.
Data protection forbids
mentioning his age!

again replaced by cloud as we headed clockwise
around the lake to a river outlet. From here we
followed the river down the valley to a path which
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A Trilogy of Himalayan Treks by Brian Kirton
"
As some of you will know I have not been seen at
the Presidents Meet for the last three years. No Ed it is not
personal, I have just been on three trekking holidays to
Nepal. In 2011 I did the Annapurna Circuit with Pete H,
2012 was Everest Base Camp and Gokyo Lakes and this
year I went back to the Annapurna region to visit the
Sanctuary.
"So what is
the
attraction?
Well for sure
it is not the
bathroom
facilities!
For me
trekking has
given me a
chance to
challenge
myself and
Brian at 5545mt, Everest centre left
also opened
my eyes to a very different culture and way of life. Nepal is
a very poor country with the majority of the people living on
subsistence agriculture. The people are in the most part
very gentle and kind. Outside the cities you can see some
desperately poor families but apart from the occasional
request for ‘sweeties’ from the youngest of children there is
no begging. You also get to meet a lot of people of all ages
and nationalities who share similar interests and
experiences.
"
Nepal is also a country of contrasts. The
countryside is mostly traffic free but Kathmandu is manic
with vehicles apparently driving towards each other whilst
beeping their horns but managing to avoid each other just
in time. In one day of trekking this year I watched an
avalanche falling about 3,000 meters in the Sanctuary and
later I was in a rain forest being deafened by a waterfall and
the shrill noise of crickets. Treks often start below 1,000mt
in lush green forests or rice fields and the progress to over
5,000mt with no vegetation at all – just snow, ice, rock, and
a vast mountain blue sky.
#
I have done three treks and each one was different
to the others in many ways but all gave me a sense of
satisfaction whilst on trek and afterwards. To summarise a

total of about 50 days walking in one article is very difficult,
but just here are a few thoughts.

Worst lodges" Too many to mention – most are ok some
are better and only a few are really comfortable.

The high points !2011 crossing the Thorang La pass at
5445mt – failing to get across would mean having to turn
back.

Worst moment# This year when I found I had a leech on
my hand and later realised that two others had fed off my
leg as well. They must inject an anticoagulant because it
takes ages for the wound to stop bleeding.

2012 standing on the summit of Kalla Pattar 5600mt
looking at Everest still two miles higher
The dangers! I went in a very old bus in 2011 on the
Kathmandu to Pokara road – one of the ‘most dangerous
roads in the world’, and in 2012 I flew to and from Lukla –
one of the ‘most dangerous airports in the world’.
The disappointment"
Not actually getting to Everest
Base Camp due to the lack of beds in the lodges at Gorak
Shep. This year I saw rain (and lots of it) for the first time in
Nepal. The two very wet days had no views, just trudging
to the next night’s lodge in very wet gear.
Best sunset#
This year at ABC Machhapuchhre (aka
Fish Tail) appeared to be on fire! We viewed this from
4100mt at Annapurna Base Camp.

Sunrise at Dingboche

Hardest Trek" By a long way Everest and Gokyo Lakes.
Eight days over 4,000mt and four tops over 5,000mt (higher
than Mont Blanc). I
managed to lose 20lbs o
n the trek even though I
was well all of the time
and ate plenty.
Easiest Trek
#
Annapurna
Sanctuary also by a long
way. It would make an
ideal first trek as it only
Stampede in Manang
goes to 4,100mt and can
be just over two weeks UK to UK.
Worst Meals" It has to the pizzas we had in 2011 – they
were almost inedible. Other pizzas were much better and
this year I even ate a really good one.
Best Meals#
Always the first dhal bat on the trek. This
is a simple meal of rice, lentil broth, curries vegetables and
pickles. It is a staple meal in Nepal and is eaten at least
once every day by our porters. It is a very satisfying meal
that is always cooked freshly and extra helping are offered
ever time.
Any Illnesses# None on trek but in 2012 I brought home a
very nasty viral chest infection that still occasionally makes
its presence felt.

Most spectacular"
"
Definitely this year in the
Sanctuary. You are in a bowl surrounded by a large
collection of 5,000, 6,000, 7,000 and 8,000mt mountains.
These include Hinchuli 6441mt Annapurna South 7220mt
Annapurna 8091mt Annapurna 3 7454mt Gandharba Chuli
6248mt and Machhapuchhre 6983mt.
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Will I be going back? # Well the jury is still out on that one
but I am grounded for 2014 for lots of reasons. Perhaps I
will do a spring trip in 2015.
Brian K

Over the Garden Wall
!The 2013 TAT Awards

from the Gutter Picture Press

Ed - 13mile road walk and the melted serving spoon

President’s Meet
Sunday Morning.
Led by one of the club’s intrepid
walkers, known for his fastidious
planning and navigational skills not
to mention long distance walks, this
walker led his party of three from the
centre several hundred yards up the
road, only for it to be pointed out
that the footpath he wanted shared
the same exit/entrance to the centre.
No names no pack drill, but if you
know who it is,
for Petes sake don’t tell anyone.

Kate Smith - Epic abseil ending up upside down in a tree on Yogi at Tremadoc
Richard for supervising the whole thing.
Martin for a helmet cracking fall on an E3 6a at Curber
Gianlucca for the most air time on Gogarth
Ray for the world record time in attempting to collapse a pop up tent.

Chairman Dave hands out the Tats with
the help of Ed’s Holy Spoon.

Ted for epic effort to converting Bongo to no built in stove and leaving the portable stove at home.
On the right, the entrance to the Edale Peak
Centre, on the left, the start of the
footpath..with a footpath sign on a post.

The Iankini

Dave and Diane G for an inglorious ferry booking.
Nettie for taking all the ingredients for her Ginger
Suprise... except the ginger.
Lost on Amphitheatre Buttress - name escapes me

And who fell out of his top
bunk bed TWICE at the
presidents meet and then
gave up and put his
mattress on the floor

Alistair Lost in the forest Geoff Geoff for eating too many cakes
from Dave

The Tat award winners
New hair do for Rich at
Gareth’s party

Geoff appears to pray for time as he entertains the ladies
and everybody else in the Crown Inn on the Elan Valley meet.
Ed checks the map!
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The boot, as it were, on the other
foot....Chairman and Geographer Dave
gets a TAT from Ed for nonsensical
nautical navigation.!

In addition to the monthly meets,
There are a range of activities
including climbing, walking and
mountain biking, all arranged on an
ad-hoc basic at the The New Plough
Pub on Thursday evenings or on the
club Forum. To book a hut, contact Ed
on 01455 274174 or email
inedwards@hotmail.com and pay a
deposit of £5.
Hut Meets to come
Nov 15th

Capel Curig

Dec 28th
Lakes

New year in the

Dec 6th
Colin

Malham..see

Congratulations to Chairman
Dave and secretary Diane on their
recent wedding. And a surprise as
they left Rugby Register Office,
HMC’ers having lurked in a side
street arrived to give them the
traditional ice axe guard of honour.
The couple honeymooned in Normandy, France where
even there, Dave managed to pick up a coveted TAT
Award.
Note the No Biking sign Dave at the Registry Office, is it
trying to say something

Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British
Mountaineering Council
The New Plough
Leicester Road
Hinckley
Every Thursday 9.00pm
hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org

The Epic of Everest
The film by Capt John Noel
Coming to Birmingham,The 1924 Everest Expedition official film shot by Capt John
Noel of the third attempt to climb the mountain and features the ill fated climbers
Mallory and Irving.

I’ve started booking next year
meets and should have 2014
completed them by the AGM in
November and some dates for
your diary so far are:

The film is being shown from Nov 12 to Thurs 14th at The Mac, Canon Hill Park in
Birmingham.

Feb 15-22 Grey Corries Lodge,
Roy Bridge (Ft William)

http://www.macarts.co.uk/mobile/event/the-epic-of-everest--u

Mar 21 Keswick
Photographs in Outside Now have all
been taken from sustainable sources, ie
mainly nicked from members Facebook
accounts.
Thanks to all those who send them
directly.
Pictures in this edition are from Ian,
Rich, Mike G, Brian K,Ed, Jo and
Gareth,Cookie and of course the
Competition entries.
Apologies to any
I have missed out.

April 11 Tremadoc
May 4 Bosigran? Tbc

Prusik Knot

May 25-1 Torridon
June 20 Patterdale
July 28 Alpine meet
Aug 12 Roaches

Bowline Knot

Oct 11 Presidents Meet

Ted

Nov 8 Exmoor
Dec 5 Bedgelert

Nuptial Knot
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